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Introduction

When Congress reauthorized the Voting Rights Act ("VRA") in 2006, it included in its record a report enumerating voting issues in and detailing the VRA’s impact on racial discrimination in election laws, administration, and practices in the Commonwealth of Virginia. Since then, there have been numerous instances of racial discrimination in the enactment and administration of voting laws and election practices across the state of Virginia, demonstrating the need for further federal action.

The increase in racial discrimination in voting that has occurred over the last fifteen years is tied in large part to the absence of federal preclearance measures, after the United States Supreme Court struck down the coverage formula governing such measures in 2013 in *Shelby County v. Holder.* Without preclearance, voter suppression and other forms of racial discrimination in voting have flourished across Virginia. Unsurprisingly, most instances of discrimination in voting have surfaced after *Shelby County*, which significantly weakened protections for racial and language minorities. The persistence of racial discrimination in Virginia’s electoral process underscores the importance of reinstating preclearance—to ensure that historically disenfranchised communities will have their voices heard and reflected in the electoral process and all changes to it.

This report details racial discrimination in voting in Virginia since the state’s last congressional review in 2006. This update addresses ongoing discrimination exposed through litigation, as well as anti-voter laws, voter intimidation and disinformation campaigns, and other tactics that disproportionately burden and disenfranchise voters of color. The report is organized in four parts. First, it reviews statistical inequities in Virginia’s electoral processes since 2006. Second, the report examines the broader landscape of racial discrimination in Virginia elections, detailing its insidious effects on state election laws, in-person voting, redistricting, and felony disenfranchisement, as well as the ways in which COVID-19 further exacerbated racial inequalities in democratic participation during the 2020 election. Third, the report details how minority voters in Virginia have been intimidated and targeted—by nongovernmental actors, local governments, and political campaigns—with disinformation campaigns designed to confuse and threaten voters, and thereby disenfranchise them. Lastly,
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2. *570 U.S. 529 (2013).*
the report highlights the pervasiveness of racial discrimination in voting in Virginia through a case study of Campaign Legal Center’s ongoing litigation in Holloway, et al. v. City of Virginia Beach.

This report’s conclusion is clear: when politicians erect deliberate barriers to silence voters based on what they look like or where they live, Congress must act to ensure that all Americans, regardless of race, have an equal opportunity to vote and participate in our nation’s democracy. Passing the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act is vital to achieving that goal.
Impact of *Shelby County v. Holder* on Virginia

In 2013, in *Shelby County v. Holder*, the U.S. Supreme Court gutted a key provision of the Voting Rights Act. This provision, called preclearance, required states and localities with histories of racial discrimination in voting to have the federal government approve any changes in their voting rules before they went into effect. The Court, in a 5–4 decision, ruled as a matter of law that “[o]ur country has changed” because the discriminatory “conditions that originally justified [the VRA’s preclearance measures] no longer characterize voting in the covered jurisdictions.” Sadly, the years since *Shelby County* have disproven the Court’s hypothesis about voting in previously-covered jurisdictions, especially in Virginia.

The Supreme Court’s decision in *Shelby County* has impacted Virginians’ freedom to vote in two significant ways. First, before *Shelby County*, preclearance ensured that minority communities were kept informed of potential changes to voting laws in their city or county, and had the ability to express their views on the effects of the proposed law to the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) before the law was cleared to go into effect. *Shelby County* wiped out these protections for public input and transparency around voting laws, placing the onus on minority communities and advocacy organizations to expend resources and time to track and advocate for communities impacted by proposed and newly enact voting restrictions. Second, before *Shelby County*, the state of Virginia was required to submit all proposed changes to polling places, absentee ballot processes, special election procedures, referendums, voter registration procedures, voting procedures, and redistricting procedures to the federal government for preclearance. This compelled the state to consider the racial impact of all proposed changes in state voting laws, barring the enactment of discriminatory provisions and acting

---

3 See id.

4 The Supreme Court invalidated the coverage formula for determining which jurisdictions were subject to preclearance. Thus, although the Court, in theory, allowed preclearance to exist, see id. at 557 (“We issue no holding on [preclearance] itself, only on the coverage formula.”), by invalidating the formula used to identify which jurisdictions were covered, in practice, the Court ended preclearance.

5 Id. at 535, 557. But see id. at 590 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting) (“Throwing out preclearance when it has worked and is continuing to work to stop discriminatory changes is like throwing away your umbrella in a rainstorm because you are not getting wet.”).


as a deterrent to voter suppressive measures. By declaring unconstitutional the formula underlying preclearance, the Supreme Court in Shelby County guaranteed that none of this is now required, allowing the state to act to restrict the right of Virginians, particularly Black, Asian, and Latino Virginians, to participate fully in American democracy. And, in the absence of preclearance, this is exactly what has happened.

Post-Shelby County, no federal agency or entity is required to track changes in state voting laws, let alone approve them before going into effect. The result—including in Virginia—has been significant rollbacks of protections for the right to vote. For example, in the last eight years, the state of Virginia has closed hundreds of polling places that would have required federal approval before Shelby County. Since Shelby County, the state has also purged tens of thousands of voters from the state voter rolls. These electoral changes have been subject to no oversight or critical analysis of their discriminatory impact on voters, as preclearance would have previously required.

Recently, however, the tide has begun to turn in Virginia: in 2020, it became the fourth state in the country to adopt a state Voting Rights Act, including a provision mandating public notice and comment or statewide preclearance for changes to certain electoral practices. The goal of Virginia’s Voting Rights Act is to restore some of the protections for racial and language minority voters previously guaranteed by federal preclearance. But the state law does not go as far as the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act; thus, the latter is needed to provide robust protections for minority voters and ensure that all Americans, regardless of race, have an equal freedom to vote.

---


Voting Rights in Virginia Since 2006

Summary Statistics
This section provides a basic overview of the statistics around Virginia elections, which alone reveal significant racial disparities in access to voting and ease of electoral participation in the state.

State Demographics
Virginia is home to 8,454,463 people. The state is 67.6 percent white, 19.2 percent Black, 9.4 percent Latino, and 6.5 percent Asian and Pacific Islander ("AAPI"). Since 2013, Virginia’s population has grown by 4.37 percent, including a 1.3 percent growth in the state’s Latino population and a 0.7 percent growth in the state’s AAPI population. Virginia’s citizen voting age population today is 6,140,257, an increase of 5.68 percent since 2013.

Voter Participation: Registration and Turnout
In November 2020, there were 5,975,696 registered voters in Virginia, an increase of almost 700,000 registered voters since November 2014, the first national election after Shelby County. In November 2020, Virginia had the most registered voters since at least 1976 and saw historic voter turnout, with 81.48 percent of registered voters casting their ballots, compared to 59.5 percent of voters in 2018, 72.05 percent in 2016, and 71.06 percent in 2012.

12 Voting rights in Virginia prior to 2006 are detailed in submissions to the record from the 2006 reauthorization of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. See, e.g., Earls, Millonzi, Seliski & Dixon, supra note 1.
14 Id.
19 Id.
20 Id.
21 Id.
But voter registration and turnout are marked by racial disparities. While Virginia does not track voter registration or turnout by race and ethnicity, census estimates show that, during the November 2020 election, eligible voters of color were registered to vote at a lower rate than were white eligible voters.\(^22\) Turnout was also lower for voters of color compared to white voters.\(^23\) The following table shows disparities in registration and turnout during the November 2020 election, disaggregated by race and ethnicity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Percent registered (Total)</th>
<th>Percent voted (Total)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White alone</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>70.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White non-Hispanic alone</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>75.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black alone</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian alone</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>49.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic (of any race)</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Section 203 Language Access Coverage

Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act requires certain states and localities to provide language assistance during elections for certain language minority groups, to ensure that those groups can participate fully in the electoral process.\(^24\) Section 203 coverage was most recently reauthorized by the Census Bureau in 2016.\(^25\)

Fairfax County, near Washington D.C., is the only jurisdiction in Virginia that is covered by

---


\(^{23}\) Id.

\(^{24}\) See Voting Rights Act, Section 203, 52 U.S.C. § 10503(c) ("Whenever any State or political subdivision [covered by the section] provides registration or voting notices, forms, instructions, assistance, or other materials or information relating to the electoral process, including ballots, it shall provide them in the language of the applicable minority group as well as in the English language.").

Section 203. Because of its sizeable Latino and Vietnamese populations, Fairfax County is required to provide all electoral materials in Spanish and Vietnamese, as well as in English. The county was first covered by Section 203 for Spanish in 2011, and for Vietnamese in 2016. When Spanish became covered in 2011, the Latino citizen voting age population in Fairfax County was 52,797. During the 2016 reauthorization, the Latino citizen voting age population was 61,332. The Vietnamese citizen voting age population was 114,360 when the language became covered by Section 203 in 2016, during the statute's reauthorization.

Minority Representation Among Elected Officeholders

There has been a historic—and ongoing—lack of representation in Virginia of racial minorities in elected office. Indeed, Reconstruction was the height of Black representation in Virginia’s General Assembly: the state has never had as many Black legislators as it did in 1869. In 2020, only 21 percent of the Virginia House of Delegates identified as minorities, despite more than 33 percent of the state’s population identifying as nonwhite. Thus, the pattern of insufficient representation for Virginia’s minority communities continues.

Shockingly, a woman of color has never once held statewide office in Virginia. And the state’s...
only Black governor, L. Douglas Wilder, was not elected until 1990 and served just one term in office.\textsuperscript{37} Likewise, today, only two of Virginia’s eleven U.S. congressional members are Black, while nine members are white. Virginia has never had a Black U.S. Senator.\textsuperscript{38}

Representation of racial minorities in elected office is no better at the local level. For example, in Virginia Beach—the most populous city in the state, where 19 percent of the population is Black, 8.2 percent Latino, and 6.8 percent AAPI\textsuperscript{39}—only six people of color have ever been elected to the City Council, and, barring special circumstances, no Black official in city government has ever been reelected.\textsuperscript{40}

These statistics highlight starkly the historical and persistent problem of underrepresentation of Virginia’s minority communities, both in voting and in office. But this is not just a story of statistics; the racial discrimination that these numbers reveal reflects the experience of real Virginians stymied in their effort to vote and participate equally in American democracy.

**The Broad Scope of Racial Discrimination in Virginia Elections**

Racial discrimination in voting in Virginia takes several forms and is a current and ongoing problem in the state, not merely a condition of the past. Indeed, since the Supreme Court’s decision in *Shelby County*, cities and counties across Virginia, and the state itself, have engaged in voter suppression, intimidation, and dilution with impunity, undermining the representative nature of democratic processes in the Commonwealth.

Without federal oversight, Virginia has eroded minority voters’ electoral participation and influence through repressive state election laws, restrictions on in-person voting, discrimination in redistricting, and felony disenfranchisement. The COVID-19 pandemic has further exacerbated existing racial disparities in the right to vote in Virginia.

---


\textsuperscript{39} See infra, “Racial Discrimination in Voting Through the Lens of Ongoing Litigation: Holloway, et. al. v. City of Virginia Beach,” at 46.
Racial Discrimination in State Election Laws

In the absence of preclearance, the state of Virginia has enacted numerous state election laws that disproportionately—and too often intentionally—prevent voters of color from exercising their right to vote.

The past 15 years have seen two distinct, and inconsistent, approaches to voting rights by the state. In 2021, Virginia has been one of 25 states to enact laws with provisions expanding voting access.\(^41\) For example, the state has recently taken an expansive approach to vote by mail.\(^42\) It now allows all eligible voters to vote by mail; maintains a permanent mail voting list; operates a uniform mail ballot notice and cure process; allows online ballot tracking and ballot drop boxes; and does not have voter ID, notary, or enhanced witness signature requirements for vote by mail.\(^43\) In 2021, Governor Ralph Northam has also taken significant steps to restore voting rights to formerly incarcerated Virginians.\(^44\) Finally, this year, the state became only the fourth in the country to adopt its own state Voting Rights Act, which requires state-level notice or preclearance for certain changes to election laws.\(^45\)

Virginia’s recent expansion of voting rights is indeed laudable. But it is an historical aberration: just a few years ago, Virginia’s state voting laws were decidedly anti-voter. Indeed, you can count on one hand the number of years in which Virginia officials have expanded, rather than limited, voting rights. The state has not demonstrated sufficient advancements to render federal preclearance obsolete, and recent reforms must not obscure the ongoing problems in the state that preclearance under the Voting Rights Advancement Act would prevent.

A 2018 study from Northern Illinois University illustrates this point; the study’s authors ranked Virginia as the second-most-difficult state in which to vote, second only to Mississippi.\(^46\) The study indexed state voting laws—looking at whether states allow Election Day, online, and

---


\(^43\) See id.


\(^45\) See Voting Rights Act of Virginia, supra note 11.

\(^46\) Quan Li, Michael J. Pomantell & Scot Schraufnagel, Cost of Voting in the American States, 17.3 ELECTION LAW J. 234, 240 (2018).
automatic registration; voting rights for people convicted of felonies; the availability of early and mail voting; and whether a state has passed voter ID laws—in order to compare the relative ease of voting across states.47 As one author of the study noted, states with larger Black population tend to score higher on this “cost of voting” index.48

Such has been the case in Virginia.

Virginia—where nearly 20 percent of residents identify as Black,49 over 60 percent higher than the national average50—has been home to many laws since 2006 which increased the cost of voting for Black voters and other voters of color. For example, until 2020,51 mail-in and in-person absentee voting were allowed, but only if voters had one of a limited number of approved reasons to vote absentee.52 And, from 2013 until 2020, Virginia required all voters to present photo identification to vote.53 As explained below, laws like these erect deliberate barriers to voting and even if they are facially race-neutral, have a disproportionate impact on voters of color. Further, given the current national trend towards laws that restrict the freedom to vote,54 Virginia’s past voter suppression tactics could again become its future without the preclearance safeguards of the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act.

Since Shelby County, the Virginia legislature has employed numerous and diverse strategies to make voting harder, especially for voters of color, including voter ID laws, voter registration database cross-checking, off-year state elections, and restrictions on early and absentee voting.55 These are exactly the type of anti-voter tactics that a preclearance system could prevent.

48 Id.
52 Hankerson, supra note 47.
53 Id.
54 Voting Laws Roundup: July 2021, BRENNAN CTR. FOR JUST., supra note 41 (finding that, “[e]ighteen states have already enacted 30 laws this year that will make it harder for Americans to vote.”)
**Voter ID Laws**

In 2013, the Virginia General Assembly passed SB 1256, which required all voters to present photo identification when voting in person. This law targeted, and consequently disproportionately impacted, low-income voters and voters of color. First, low-income voters and voters of color are less likely to have the types of identification needed to vote—a driver’s license, U.S. passport, college ID, or employee ID—meaning that these voters were disproportionately required either to obtain a free voter ID, as provided by the law, or be barred from voting. Second, low-income voters and voters of color are more likely to face inflexible work hours and limited transportation options, which hinder their ability to go in-person to obtain an ID to vote. Third, among voters unable to obtain the required ID in time to vote, low-income voters and voters of color were more likely to be unduly burdened by provisional ballot requirements, leading to their disenfranchisement at disproportionate rates.

Federal litigation around Virginia’s voter ID law demonstrated its discriminatory impact. In *Lee v. Virginia State Board of Elections*, three Black voters alleged that the state’s new voter
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56 Id.

57 Id. at 2. Although the ID itself may be free, there are often associated costs with obtaining it—such as transportation to the elections office or postage to mail in paperwork. See id.


59 Provisional ballots are used to ensure that a voter’s ballot is not excluded due to uncertainty about the voter’s eligibility to vote or a correctable, administrative error. “Also referred to as ‘challenge ballots’ or ‘affidavit ballots’ in some states, they are required by the federal Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA). When there is uncertainty about a voter’s eligibility—the potential voter’s name is not on the voter rolls, a required identification document isn’t available or other issues—the election official is required to offer the voter a provisional ballot instead of a regular ballot. In nearly all of the states, after being cast, the provisional ballot is kept separate from other ballots until after the election. A determination is then made as to whether the voter was eligible to vote, and therefore whether the ballot is to be counted.” Provisional Ballots, NAT’L CONF. OF STATE LEGIS. (Jul. 22, 2021), https://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/provisional-ballots.aspx.


ID law was enacted with discriminatory intent and caused a disparate impact on Black and Latino voters, as well as on young voters, in violation of the VRA. Plaintiffs argued that the voter ID law was discriminatory because low income voters, voters of color, and young voters were more likely to lack the time, financial resources, and transportation necessary to obtain a valid photo ID, and because the law was “consistent with the long line of actions taken over Virginia’s history to suppress minority vote.”

Despite ample evidence of the disparate impact the new photo ID requirement had on communities of color, the district court in Lee rejected the plaintiffs’ arguments, in large part because the state offered free IDs to voters without one, and because another state Board of Elections rule permitted otherwise valid IDs that had expired within a year to be used for voting. The court also accepted the state’s argument that requiring voters to show identification in order to vote strengthens the integrity of the electoral system and voters’ confidence in that system. Even still, the court acknowledged that hundreds of voters without an ID who tried to vote in prior elections became so angry or “disgruntled” with the need to use a provisional ballot that they gave up and never cured their ballots or got a valid form of ID, and thus were disenfranchised.

Plaintiffs also presented evidence that the new requirements imposed a burden on college students, on the elderly and disabled, and, particularly, on low-income voters of color. The plaintiffs showed how, for many voters, transportation limitations, inflexible work schedules, and other costs created significant barriers to accessing the registrar’s office. Other voters were physically unable to leave their homes to obtain an ID. Despite this ample evidence, the court refused to accept that this was a widespread problem or one caused with the purpose or effect of preventing Black, Latino, or young voters from being able to vote. Ultimately, the district court found the voter ID law did not impose a genuine impediment to accessing the right to vote. The Fourth Circuit affirmed the district court’s ruling, thereby

62 Id. at 581-82.
63 Id. at 594.
64 Id. at 592.
65 Id.
66 Id. at 588.
67 Id.
68 Id. at 593.
69 See id. at 589-90.
70 Id.
71 Id. at 593, 609-10.
72 Id. at 610.
allowing the state’s discriminatory law to remain in effect.\footnote{Lee v. Va. State Bd. of Elections, 843 F.3d 592, 608 (4th Cir. 2016).}

Luckily in this case, Virginia’s voter ID law was repealed in 2020 – after it was in effect for eight years and multiple election cycles.\footnote{S.B. 65, 2020 Session (Va. April 10, 2020).} Without the Voting Rights Advancement Act’s preclearance requirement, discriminatory voter suppression tactics like this could be revived, if political power in the future changes hands. Virginians deserve a federal guarantee that their freedom to vote will not be restricted in the years to come.

**Database Cross-Checking**

Another means of voter suppression the state of Virginia has employed is an erroneous database cross-checking system—i.e., a process in which voter registration records shared between states or between different state agencies are cross-checked to identify and purge voters seemingly registered in more than one place.\footnote{LOC. MAJORITY, supra note 55, at 3.} While voter list maintenance can seem unobjectionable, the process is prone to matching errors if not performed properly.\footnote{Id.} In cases of false positives leading to removal from the rolls, database cross-checking can disenfranchise significant numbers of eligible voters.

In Virginia, database cross-checking identified 342,556 voters in 2014 who were allegedly registered to vote in Virginia and another state.\footnote{Greg Palast, The GOP’s Stealth War Against Voters, ROLLING STONE (Aug. 24, 2016), https://www.rollingstone.com/politics/politics-features/the-gops-stealth-war-against-voters-247905/;} Thirteen percent of those voters—more than 41,000 individuals—were purged from the voter rolls, most of them “just before Election Day.”\footnote{Id.} Preclearance would prevent methodologically dubious purges such as these—which don’t give voters enough time to correct potential errors—and make list maintenance more transparent.\footnote{Id.}

Some database cross-checking programs may also disproportionately affect racial minorities.\footnote{Id.} For example, experts argue that some database cross-checking programs
disproportionately flag Black, Latino, and Asian voters as being registered in more than one state, because they are more likely to have common last names and, thus, seemingly duplicative registrations (i.e., more than one “Joe Smith”).

“U.S. Census data shows that minorities are overrepresented in 85 of 100 of the most common last names. If your name is Washington, there’s an 89 percent chance you’re African-American. If your last name is Hernandez, there’s a 94 percent chance you’re Hispanic. If your name is Kim, there’s a 95 percent chance you’re Asian.”

Despite claiming to use middle names, birthdates, and Social Security numbers as verification to avoid erroneous voter purges, there is little evidence that state officials regularly and systematically take these precautions.

In 2017, the Virginia legislature passed HB 2343, which required the state Department of Elections to provide county registrars with a list of all voters in their locality who were flagged through interstate database cross-checking—a common and effective voter purge tactic. The governor vetoed the bill, but database cross-checking remains alive and well elsewhere, and may yet become a tool of voter suppression in the state of Virginia. Virginians—and all Americans—deserve federal standards that require states and localities to consider the racial impact of election measures, like database cross-checking, before they can be implemented.

**Off-Year Elections and Restrictions on Early and Absentee Voting**

The state of Virginia has employed a myriad of other vote suppression tactics. For example, Virginia’s state-level elections are held in odd numbered years—off-years relative to federal elections. This scheme dates to Virginia’s antebellum 1851 Constitution, and has been shown to suppress voter turnout. A 2015 bill that would have moved Virginia state elections to even years didn’t even make it out of subcommittee. Further, Virginia did not adopt no-excuse
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Id.

Id.

Id.


LOC. MAJORITY, *supra* note 55, at 5.

absentee voting until 2020.\textsuperscript{88}

Aside from Virginia’s past structural restrictions on the right to vote, the state has also struggled with implementation of its election laws. In 2020, for example, a federal judge ordered that Virginia’s voter registration deadline be extended by two days after the state’s online voter registration system malfunctioned on the last day of registration.\textsuperscript{89} The disruption prevented thousands of individuals from registering to vote. Racial and ethnic minorities were particularly affected by this delay, as minorities tend to register to vote at disproportionately higher rates during the final days of the registration period.\textsuperscript{90}

Recent efforts by the state of Virginia to restrict the right of its people to vote and participate in American democracy illustrate the need for preclearance, to ensure that this freedom does not depend solely on the political will of state politicians.

**Racial Discrimination in In-Person Voting**

In addition to discriminatory laws at the state level, localities across Virginia have, since *Shelby County*, imposed an unprecedented number of restrictions on in-person voting locations, i.e., polling places.\textsuperscript{91} Decisions regarding Virginia’s polling places are made by local elected officials, without any requirement of public notice or input.\textsuperscript{92} Congressional legislation like the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act would change this, requiring states and localities to provide public notice and receive public input about all proposed polling place changes and prohibiting any that would negatively impact voters of color.

\textsuperscript{88} LOC. MAJORITY, supra note 55, at 5.


\textsuperscript{92} While Virginia law requires counties to notify voters of newly *adopted* changes to polling locations within fifteen days of an election, it does not require notification of *proposed* changes. See Va. Code Ann. § 24.2-306(B).
This is critical because polling places—where many voters register to vote, update their registrations, and cast their ballots (either early or on Election Day)—are a bedrock of our electoral system.\textsuperscript{93} The quality of polling places—their number, location, accessibility, and resources—affects voter participation and confidence, thereby affecting the health and representative nature of American democracy.\textsuperscript{94}

But free from the guardrails of preclearance, many jurisdictions have undermined in-person voting, by closing, consolidating, and relocating polling places, often without proper notice to impacted voters.

In Virginia, cities and counties across the state have closed and relocated numerous polling locations, disproportionately threatening voter turnout in minority communities. Under state law, localities may act without public notice about proposed changes or justification for their ultimate decisions, thereby denying vulnerable communities a chance to advocate for in-person voting locations that best serve the needs of voters in those communities. The closure, consolidation, and relocation of polling places, in turn, prolongs wait times to vote and exacerbates voter confusion, problems which depress turnout and risk disenfranchisement.\textsuperscript{95}

All of these harms disproportionately burden voters of color and other historically marginalized groups,\textsuperscript{96} frustrating the purpose of the Voting Rights Act and demonstrating


\textsuperscript{94} See, e.g., VOTING RIGHTS LAB, Polling Place Consolidation: Negative Impacts on Turnout and Equity 7 (July 2020), https://votingrightslab.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Polling-Place-Consolidation-Negative-Impacts-on-Turnout-and-Equity.pdf (“Longer distances to polling places have been shown to reduce turnout in both large and small elections.”); Matt A. Barreto, Mara Cohen-Marks & Nathan D. Woods, Are All Precincts Created Equal? The Prevalence of Low-Quality Precincts in Low-Income and Minority Communities, 62 POL. RSCH. Q. 445, 454 (Sep. 22, 2008) (“If a voter becomes familiar with his or her precinct location because it has been used year after year, this alone may have a significant impact on turnout”); Daniel Garisto, Smartphone Data Show Voters in Black Neighborhoods Wait Longer, SCI. AM. (Oct. 1, 2019), https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/smartphone-data-show-voters-in-black-neighborhoods-wait-longer/ (finding that, in 2012, long lines at the polls were estimated to have deterred between 500,000 and 700,000 voters from casting their ballot).

\textsuperscript{95} See, e.g., VOTING RIGHTS LAB, supra note 94; Barreto, Cohen-Marks & Woods, supra note 94; Garisto, supra note 94.

the need for federal legislative action to protect voters' ability to meaningfully access polling places.

Despite growing voter turnout across the country, states have closed and moved polling places at an unprecedented rate since Shelby County. Between 2012 and 2018, at least 1,688 polling locations closed in states previously subject to preclearance. Although some states offered non-race-related rationales—such as budgetary restrictions and the need to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA")—to justify reductions in polling locations, without preclearance there is no process to ensure that such changes to polling places do not discriminate, intentionally or not, against voters of color. Moreover, many jurisdictions offer no explanation at all for changes in polling place locations.

Because states are no longer compelled to track or publicize poll closures or changes, as preclearance required, it is extremely difficult to know what has happened to access to in-person voting across the country. Virginia, for example, does not even have reliable enough data to

---


98 LEADERSHIP CONF. EDUC. FUND, Democracy Diverted, supra note 91, at 10, 12.


100 Id. at 19.
be able to analyze the extent of polling place closures and relocations across the state: in a national study conducted by the Leadership Conference Education Fund, the research arm of a coalition of over 200 civil rights groups, Virginia was the only state in the country for which polling place data was not available.101 Because polling place changes in Virginia are left up to localities, voters have more difficulties tracking polling place closures and changes absent a notice requirement.102

Nationally, evidence shows that polling place closures and relocations disproportionately impact minority communities. Between 2012 and 2016, voters in majority-minority urban counties lost an average of seven polling locations and more than 200 poll workers.103 Majority-white counties, on the other hand, lost an average of only two polling places and two poll workers.104 A 2020 survey similarly found that only five percent of white respondents reported having trouble finding their polling location, compared to 15 percent of Black respondents and 14 percent of Latino respondents.105

In Virginia too, polling place changes disproportionately threaten minority communities. Virginia law caps the number of registered voters each precinct can serve at 5,000.106 Because of this, localities in Virginia have had to create new precincts to accommodate the increasing number of registered voters in the state; since 2016, Virginia cities and counties have added 72 new voting precincts.107 But more precincts do not necessarily mean more polling locations in minority communities. Indeed, some Virginia localities have opted for one polling location to serve multiple precincts,108 increasing the number of voters assigned to vote at a single polling place. This ultimately increases poll wait times and the burdens of transportation to and from the polls for voters—especially for voters of color who already wait longer at the polls on average than white voters.109
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For example, during the November 2020 election, Henrico County, surrounding Richmond—30.9 percent of which is Black\textsuperscript{110}—consolidated four polling places into existing sites.\textsuperscript{111} Because state law allows multiple precincts to be assigned to the same polling place\textsuperscript{112}, the county maintained separate precincts \textit{in the same building}: each had their own poll workers and entrances, heightening voter confusion.\textsuperscript{113}

Chesterfield County, which is 24.5 percent Black and 9.5 percent Latino,\textsuperscript{114} actually added five new polling locations in 2020—but only after a shortage of polling locations in 2018 caused significant wait times at the polls for voters.\textsuperscript{115}

Research shows that lengthy wait times at the polls depress voter turnout during the election at issue.\textsuperscript{116} Research also suggests that wait times at polling places depress \textit{future} voter turnout.\textsuperscript{117} And these effects are not felt equally: voters of color are three times more likely than white voters to wait more than 30 minutes to vote and \textit{six times} more likely to wait more than an hour.\textsuperscript{118} These stark racial disparities in polling place wait times are easily explained: polling
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\item \textsuperscript{117} See Stephen Pettigrew, \textit{The Downstream Consequences of Long Waits: How Lines at the Precinct Depress Future Turnout}, 71 Electoral Stud. 102188 (June 2021) (finding that, for every additional hour a voter waits in line to vote, their probability of voting in the subsequent election drops by 1 percent).
places in minority communities often have fewer resources, including fewer poll workers and voting machines per capita, to serve larger numbers of voters.\textsuperscript{119} Such was the case in Chesterfield County where, of the roughly 500 complaints made to the Virginia Department of Elections in 2018, 165 were about incidents in Chesterfield County, and nearly half of those 165 complaints were about long lines.\textsuperscript{120} In fact, the lines at the polls in Chesterfield County were so long that a federal judge ordered two precincts in the county to extend their hours of operation on Election Day, which only exacerbated confusion for poll workers and voters about when they needed to cast their ballot.\textsuperscript{121}

Long lines at the polls are a persistent and widespread problem in Virginia. In 2012, for example, individuals in Prince William County had to wait up to four hours to cast their ballot on Election Day.\textsuperscript{122} Voters in other Virginia localities faced similarly long lines: voters in Pentagon City waited outside in the cold for hours to vote, and Woodbridge polling locations had roughly two-hour wait times all day, starting when the polls opened at 7 a.m.\textsuperscript{123} In Stafford County, one polling location—a small country church—had almost 1,000 voters before noon.

\textsuperscript{119} See, e.g., Pettigrew, \textit{The Racial Gap in Wait Times}, supra note 118, at 537-38 ("Perhaps the most important factor in determining how long a line to expect on Election Day is the number of resources—particularly voting machines and poll workers—that are provided to a precinct. . . . [P]recincts that have higher concentrations of white voters tend to receive larger numbers of poll workers and voting machines than precincts with more minority voters."); Christopher Famighetti, Amanda Melillo & Myrna Pérez, \textit{Election Day Long Lines: Resource Allocation}, BRENNAN CTR. FOR JUST. 1-2 (Sept. 15, 2014), https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/publications/ElectionDayLongLines-ResourceAllocation.pdf (finding that, in 2012, voters in precincts with more minorities had fewer voting machines and poll workers and experienced longer wait times; "the resources distributed to polling places are a key contributor to long lines"); Adam Rogers, \textit{Why Are Lines at Polling Places So Long? Math}, WIRED (Oct. 30, 2020), https://www.wired.com/story/why-are-lines-at-polling-places-so-long-math/ ("Fundamentally, the movement of the line is limited by how many resources are available to process the elements in the queue.")
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waiting in a line to vote.\textsuperscript{124} Voters in Fairfax County were even seen forgoing voting on Election Day because of long wait times at the polls.\textsuperscript{125}

Virginia’s wait times were the third worst in the county in 2012, behind only Florida and Maryland,\textsuperscript{126} with roughly 12 percent of voters in the state forced to wait more than an hour to vote.\textsuperscript{127} Delays were, in part, caused by breakdowns in voting equipment at polling locations, which prolonged wait times.\textsuperscript{128} Since 2012, problems of long lines at the polls in Virginia have not improved. In 2016, the Bipartisan Policy Center reported that voters at 10 percent of polling places in the state, spread across 17 jurisdictions, had to wait more than 30 minutes to vote.\textsuperscript{129}

Long lines at polling places are especially likely in larger precincts in dense urban areas with high minority populations.\textsuperscript{130} Such was the case in Prince William County, near Washington D.C., where a county task force found that minority voters were disproportionately affected by long lines at the polls.\textsuperscript{131}

In addition to underserving minority communities by limiting and changing polling locations, counties and localities in Virginia have provided insufficient resources to serve polling places in minority communities, including too few voting machines and too few poll workers. In some places, the length of lines is clearly tied to inadequate resources: in 2012, the River Oaks precinct in Dumfries, Virginia—a community of interest for redistricting purposes due to its 77 percent minority population\textsuperscript{132}—was supplied just six voting machines to serve 5,100 voters, which predictably increased the wait time for voters. Voters were forced to wait four hours or longer to vote, with the last voters not able to cast their ballots until 10:46 p.m. on Election Day 2012: Voters Contend with Long Lines, POTOMAC LOC. NEWS (Nov. 6, 2012), https://potomaclocal.com/2012/11/06/election-day-2012-voters-line-up-early/.
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Although a county task force stated that there was no concerted effort to intentionally suppress minority votes, task force members acknowledged that the perception of voter suppression existed, because of the voting machine shortages and long wait times at the polls. The task force did not and could not deny the fact that minority voters were disproportionately adversely affected by these problems.

Before Shelby County, the state of Virginia and localities within it would have been required to submit all plans for polling place changes to the DOJ for approval prior to enactment. But without preclearance, jurisdictions are no longer compelled to consider and explain to federal authorities the racial impact of their polling place and precinct changes. The result has been racial discrimination and disparities in access to in-person voting across the state.

Virginia Beach exemplifies this trend perfectly. Two months before the November 2019 state elections, the city attempted, without explanation, to move its elections office and central absentee ballot drop-off site to a location roughly one mile away from the closest bus stop, when the existing office was located immediately across from a bus stop. The proposed move raised serious accessibility concerns given that, in 2018, nearly 15,000 voters cast absentee ballots at the local elections office, in addition to thousands more voters who cast their ballots there on Election Day. The proposed move also would have disproportionately impacted Virginia Beach’s low-income minority communities. Most of the city’s bus lines serve low-income communities, where minorities make up between 47 to 61 percent of the population. Thus, by moving the elections office farther away from the nearest bus stop, the city would have made its main office and absentee ballot location less accessible to voters dependent on public transportation.
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Andrew Jackson, a Black Virginia Beach resident and local activist, asked city councilmembers at a public hearing if they had considered how people would use public transportation to get to the new location to cast their absentee ballots, and if the relocation was a form of voter suppression. The city council did not address these questions but, due to accessibility concerns and potential conflicts of interest raised at public hearings, ultimately voted to delay moving the in-person absentee voting site. Importantly, because Virginia law does not require notification of proposed changes to polling locations, only those that are actually adopted, the community’s success in preventing Virginia Beach from moving its election office to a less accessible location depended on voters learning—independently—of the proposed change in time to advocate against it.

The onus should not be on affected communities to ferret out potential polling place changes; preclearance is needed to restore the balance of power between historically disenfranchised communities of color and jurisdictions with a history of voting rights violations.

Today, the reality for many minority communities in Virginia is that restrictions on in-person voting discriminate, intentionally or not, against them by creating undue burdens on the right to vote. Virginia has been quick to follow national trends of closing, limiting, and relocating polling locations—disproportionately those that serve minority communities. These restrictions have, in turn, increased wait times at the polls, a problem that again disproportionately affects people of color. Prior to Shelby County, localities would have to submit these changes to polling places for preclearance, as jurisdictions would have had to demonstrate that proposed changes were free of a discriminatory purpose and effect. Preclearance is needed again to preserve the right of all Virginians to vote in-person.

Racial Discrimination in Redistricting

Congress must also enact preclearance to combat racially discriminatory gerrymanders, which pack minority voters into limited districts or disperse them across multiple districts in order to diffuse their voting strength. For both the state and federal redistricting plans,
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Virginia has engaged in such racial gerrymandering to maintain white political power in the state. Courts found both the congressional and state house maps enacted following the 2010 Census to impermissibly gerrymander Virginia voters by race, packing Black voters into a limited number of districts to dilute their voting strength.

For example, voters from Virginia’s Third Congressional District successfully challenged the congressional redistricting plan adopted in 2012, asserting that the legislative redrawing of their district constituted an unconstitutional racial gerrymander. In the original district court case, Page v. Virginia State Board of Elections, the three-judge panel agreed, holding that Virginia’s use of race in the creation of congressional districts did not meet constitutional requirements: race predominated in the modification of the district’s boundaries, and its use was not narrowly tailored to serve a compelling governmental interest. Finding an impermissible racial gerrymander, the district court ordered the Virginia legislature to adopt a new redistricting plan.

The three-judge panel in the second iteration of the case similarly found that the “legislative record [was] replete with statements indicating that race was the legislature’s paramount concern.” The district was drawn in an “odd shape” that created “a disparate chain of communities, predominantly African-American, loosely connected by the James River”; but for the river, many parts of the district would not be considered legally contiguous. This use of water contiguity was simply a “means to bypass white communities and connect predominantly African-American populations,” packing them into a single district to limit their voting strength.

The panel rejected the state’s “post-hoc” rationale that the plan advanced partisan political advantage, rather than racial advantage, finding that race predominated over other considerations. The legislative record confirmed this, as state legislators admitted openly that they had not considered political advantage, but rather race, when redistricting. Data
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further confirmed this, showing that the state moved the precincts with the highest Black voting age population, while excluding predominately white precincts with high Democratic performance.\footnote{Id.} Given this evidence, the court found that the legislature’s redrawing of Virginia’s Third Congressional District constituted an unconstitutional racial gerrymander designed to suppress the voting strength of minority communities.\footnote{Id. at *19.}

The state declined to appeal the ruling, but three congressmen representing other Virginia congressional districts intervened to appeal directly to the Supreme Court.\footnote{Wittman, 136 S. Ct. at 1735.} The district court had imposed a remedial plan on January 7, 2016,\footnote{Id.} which the three congressmen appealed, but ultimately the Supreme Court held that the intervenors lacked standing and, thus, declined to determine if the remedial plan would cause them any actual injury.\footnote{Id. at 1737.}

In another lawsuit, twelve Virginia voters from twelve state house districts challenged the state legislative districting plans.\footnote{See Bethune-Hill v. Va. State Bd. of Elections, 326 F. Supp. 3d 128 (E.D. Va. 2018).} They alleged that the newly drawn districts were racially gerrymandered, relying on race to pack Black voters into twelve majority-Black districts, each with a minimum Black voting age population of 55 percent.\footnote{Id. at 136-37.} The plaintiffs alleged that this 55 percent threshold imposed by the state was arbitrary, diluted Black voting power, and was not required under the Voting Rights Act for Black voters to elect their preferred candidates.\footnote{Id.}

At first, the district court panel disagreed, finding that race was not a predominant factor in redistricting of eleven of the twelve districts.\footnote{See Bethune-Hill v. Va. State Bd. of Elections, 141 F.Supp.3d 505, 505, 510–11 (E.D. Va. 2015).} But that decision was appealed to the Supreme Court, which determined that the district court applied the wrong legal standard, and remanded the case for another trial.\footnote{Bethune-Hill v. Va. State Bd. of Elections, 137 S. Ct. 788, 796 (2017).} After a second trial, the same three-judge panel found “overwhelming evidence” that race predominated in the redrawing of districts and held the redistricting plan unconstitutional.\footnote{Bethune-Hill, 326 F. Supp. 3d at 180.}

The court accepted plaintiffs’ considerable evidence showing that there was no other plausible explanation for the formation of the eleven districts at issue than “the unavoidable
conclusion that the challenged districts were designed to capture [B]lack voters with precision.”\textsuperscript{161} The court was particularly troubled by the level of “remarkable precision” used to create these majority-Black districts, noting that districts were divided along racial lines following small residential streets, and that, as neighborhoods transitioned from mostly white to mostly Black, they would be assigned to different districts; even a military base was separated along racial lines.\textsuperscript{162} Because of the clear racial motivation behind the redistricting plan, the court enjoined the state from holding elections in those districts before a new plan was adopted, and ordered the Virginia General Assembly to develop a new plan.\textsuperscript{163} The State Attorney General’s office declined to appeal the ruling, but the House of Delegates intervened to appeal. As in \textit{Wittman v. Personhuballah}, the challenge to Virginia’s congressional map, the Supreme Court found that the House of Delegates lacked standing and dismissed the case.

Racial gerrymandering in Virginia is yet another mechanism of diluting the voting strength of the state’s communities of color. Federal action is needed to restore preclearance and ensure that redistricting plans do not dilute minority voting power.

**Racial Discrimination Through Felony Disenfranchisement**

While the Voting Rights Advancement Act would not expressly combat the racial discrimination motivating felony disenfranchisement laws, Virginia’s history with felony disenfranchisement is closely linked—and a major contributor—to the state’s ongoing history of racial discrimination in voting, and must be understood as such. Furthermore, trends in felony disenfranchisement track trends in other areas of voting which would be subject to preclearance, such that this history underscores the need for federal reform.

Historically, Virginia has had some of the most restrictive felony disenfranchisement laws in the country: in 2015, it ranked among the top twelve states with the most restrictive laws governing restoration of rights and had the fourth highest rate of felony disenfranchisement.\textsuperscript{164} Virginia’s Constitution permanently prohibits individuals convicted of a felony from voting in the state, unless the Governor restores their individual right to vote.\textsuperscript{165} Because the Fourteenth
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Amendment authorizes states to disenfranchise individuals convicted of felonies, and the U.S. Supreme Court has upheld states’ right to disenfranchise individuals even after they have completed their sentence, there have been few legal challenges to Virginia’s felony disenfranchisement laws—despite ample evidence that these laws disproportionately affect racial and ethnic minorities, and that the disparity is particularly acute in Virginia. For example, in 2010, 20.37 percent of Virginia’s Black population could not vote because of a felony conviction, compared to a national average of only 7.7 percent of Black Americans who are disenfranchised for the same reason. This means that one in five Black Virginians are permanently disenfranchised, more than twice the state average discounting race.

Changes to Virginia’s felony disenfranchisement laws have been left largely to the prerogatives of state officials, and it is only in the last decade that Virginia has begun to address the damaging effects of felony disenfranchisement. Starting in 2013, successive governors have used executive orders to restore the right to vote to disenfranchised Virginians. Governor McDonnell began with an order restoring voter eligibility to all individuals who were convicted of nonviolent felonies. Unfortunately, the state’s records failed to comprehensively track eligible individuals, meaning that Virginia could not effectively inform
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167 See Richardson v. Ramirez, 418 U.S. 24, 54-55 (1974) (“We hold that the understanding of those who adopted the Fourteenth Amendment, as reflected in the express language of § 2 and in the historical and judicial interpretation of the Amendment’s applicability to state laws disenfranchising felons, is of controlling significance in distinguishing such laws from those other state limitations on the franchise which have been held invalid under the Equal Protection Clause by this Court. . . . [W]e may rest on the demonstrably sound proposition that § 1, in dealing with voting rights as it does, could not have been meant to bar outright a form of disenfranchisement which was expressly exempted from the less drastic sanction of reduced representation which § 2 imposed for other forms of disenfranchisement.”).
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past offenders about the status of their right to vote.\textsuperscript{171} In April 2014, Governor McAuliffe reduced the waiting time for individuals convicted of violent felonies to be able to apply to have their rights restored from five years to three years.\textsuperscript{172} At the same time, drug offenses were removed from the list of violent felonies—a significant development in a state where Black individuals represented 20 percent of the state population at the time but 60 percent of Virginians in prison, including 72 percent of Virginians incarcerated for drug offenses.\textsuperscript{173}

In 2015, Governor McAuliffe abolished the requirement that citizens must pay their court costs and administrative fees in full before they could apply to have their right to vote restored.\textsuperscript{174} Tying the right to vote to payment of criminal administrative fees disproportionately impacted the state’s racial minorities, given the significant wealth gap between white Virginians and Virginians of color. Between 2008 and 2018, for example, the socioeconomic gap between Black Virginians and other Virginians actually grew; today, Black Virginians’ median family income is only roughly 70 percent of Virginia’s total median family income.\textsuperscript{175}

Virginia’s racial disparities in wealth, in turn, lead to greater vulnerability of individuals of color to criminal involvement, more costly prosecutions, and harsher sentences. For example, Black Virginians disproportionately forego legal representation, resulting in more convictions and disadvantageous plea bargains.\textsuperscript{176} Wealth disparities also lead to lengthier and more costly
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\textsuperscript{176} See Report of The Sentencing Project to the United National Special Rapporteur on Contemporary Forms of Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia, and Related Intolerance, SENTENCING PROJECT, at 1 (2018), https://sentencingproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Race-and-Justice-Shadow-Report-ICCPR.pdf (“African Americans are more likely than white Americans to be arrested; once arrested, they are more likely to be convicted, and once convicted, and they are more likely to experience lengthy prison sentences. . . . The source of such disparities is deeper and more systemic than explicit racial discrimination. The United States in effect operates two distinct criminal justice system: one for wealthy people and another for poor
sentences for Black Virginians. One study concluded that a Black man in Virginia must earn an additional $90,000 a year to receive the same sentencing treatment in court as a white man. Thus, historically disenfranchised communities of color were the biggest beneficiaries when Governor McAuliffe eliminated the requirement that citizens pay their court costs and fees in full to have their voting rights restored.

Starting in April 2016, Governor McAuliffe issued a series of executive orders restoring the voting rights of all individuals convicted of felonies who had completed their sentences, including any community supervision, parole, or probation requirement. The governor acknowledged that permanently depriving individuals of the right to vote based on a felony conviction perpetuated a racial injustice. As over half the disenfranchised population in Virginia is Black, Governor McAuliffe’s executive order would have represented great strides toward improving racial equality in voting in Virginia.

The story of just one man proves this point. David Green, a Black man and lifelong Virginian, was arrested at the age of eighteen for cocaine distribution. Due to a lack of family and community support, Mr. Green cycled in and out of prison for drug-related offenses until his early thirties, when he was able to get his life on track. Only after seven years of gainful employment and productive contributions to his community did Mr. Green have his right to vote
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restored—due to the governor’s executive orders.\textsuperscript{184} Indeed, Governor McAuliffe’s executive orders would have restored the right to vote to 77.79 percent of disenfranchised Black Virginians.\textsuperscript{185}

Despite these successes, the Virginia Supreme Court recently stifled voting rights restoration efforts for more than 206,000 Virginians.\textsuperscript{186} In \textit{Howell v. McAuliffe}, the Court ruled that the governor did not have the power to make prospective, blanket restoration orders to unnamed individuals without regard to the nature of the convicted offense.\textsuperscript{187} As a result, the court ordered the Virginia Department of Elections to cancel the voter registrations of all individuals who had registered to vote under the governor’s executive orders.\textsuperscript{188} The court also instructed the Virginia Secretary of State to delete records of any individual whose right to vote was restored because of the governor’s executive orders.\textsuperscript{189} The Virginia Supreme Court thus effectively blocked the governor’s ability to restore through a single action the voting rights of hundreds of thousands of Virginians. Instead, Governor McAuliffe was forced to resort to signing restoration rights orders for batches of individuals every month, a circumscribed and far less effective means of restoring Virginians’ right to participate in our democratic processes.\textsuperscript{190}

Still, despite the decision in \textit{Howell}, Virginia has continued to push through voting rights restoration for individuals with felony convictions. Just this year, Governor Northam restored the voting rights of 69,000 Virginians and ordered that, moving forward, all Virginians released from incarceration will qualify to have their rights restored, even while on community supervision.\textsuperscript{191} Governor Northam credited the inherent racism in felony disenfranchisement as the basis for his order: “Too many of [Virginia’s] laws were written during a time of open racism and discrimination, and they still bear the traces of inequity.”\textsuperscript{192}

Even more recently, Governor Northam abolished the death penalty in Virginia, a decision
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that disproportionately impacts individuals of color. Of the 377 individuals executed in Virginia in the 1900s, 78 percent of them were Black. And while 73 Black people were executed for rape, attempted rape, or armed robbery during the 1990s, not a single white person was executed for those crimes during the same period.

For all the recent, positive developments to help address racial inequities in Virginia’s criminal justice system and restore the right to vote to individuals with felony convictions, much work remains to be done. Nearly 16 percent of Black Virginians—190,605 people—remain disenfranchised for life as of 2020, unless the governor personally restores their individual right to vote. Further, those gains that have been made have come entirely as a result of gubernatorial executive orders and the work of massive organizing by criminal justice advocates. Executive action is easily undone when political power changes hands; the next governor could easily reverse current efforts to enfranchise citizens with felony convictions. The freedom of hundreds of thousands of Virginians to vote must not depend on who is in the governor’s office.

Racial Discrimination in Elections During the COVID-19 Pandemic

Finally, the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act would better protect voters of color from abridgements of their freedom to vote during times of national emergencies and disasters, including pandemics. The Act reflects an awareness that electoral participation does not occur in a vacuum; it occurs within a vast network of social, economic, and environmental factors that impact voters, their civic engagement, and their ability to participate in elections. The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic is emblematic of how systemic barriers to access magnify racial disparities in electoral participation and voting power.

The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated existing racial inequalities, including but not limited to barriers to the polls that disproportionately affect voters of color. Indeed, the racially disparate impact of COVID-19 has been so acute in Virginia that, in July 2021, the Richmond City
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Council joined over 200 American localities in declaring that “racism is a public health crisis.”

There have been more than ten lawsuits alleging that, during the COVID-19 pandemic, in-person voting requirements forced voters to choose between their health and their freedom to vote. Restrictions that were challenged included in-person candidate signature requirements and witness signature requirements for absentee voting. For example, in *League of Women Voters of Virginia v. Virginia State Board of Elections*, voters alleged that the impact of the state’s witness signature requirement for absentee ballots was not born equally by all Virginians. Rather, racial disparities in serious illness and death due to COVID-19 were “inextricably linked” to racial discrimination against Black voters:

“A history of systemic racism and inequity in access to health care and economic opportunity has made many African Americans far more vulnerable to the virus. Black adults suffer from higher rates of obesity, diabetes and asthma, which make them more susceptible, and also are more likely to be uninsured. They also often report that medical professionals take their ailments less seriously when they seek treatment.”

Thus, the personal health risks posed by certain in-person voting requirements—including requiring a witness signature on an absentee ballot—are greater for Black voters than for...
white voters in Virginia. The case led to a consent decree abolishing the witness signature requirements for elections held in June 2020, and the parties came to a further agreement preventing enforcement of the witness requirement for the 2020 general election.

But Virginia election officials have not always been so amenable to attempts to make elections safer and more accessible for at-risk communities during the COVID-19 pandemic. In Swecker v. Showalter, the Chairwoman of the Democratic Party of Virginia sued Richmond's General Registrar for failing to comply with the Virginia Freedom of Information Act. The chairwoman had requested access to absentee ballot curing data—which Virginia election boards are required by law to collect—to ensure that absentee ballots without witness signatures were not thrown out due to the burden on voters of obtaining a witness signature during the pandemic. The chairwoman and the Democratic Party of Virginia relied on this information to contact voters about problems with their absentee ballot and to help facilitate voters casting their ballots on time. Although the complaint did not allege that minority voters were particularly vulnerable to ballot rejections, evidence shows just that: nationwide, absentee ballots from minority voters are rejected at a significantly higher rate than absentee ballots from white voters. Since at least one in five Virginian voters cast a
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209 See Steve Bousquet, Study: Mail Ballots in Florida 10 Times More Likely to Be Rejected, GOVERNING (Sept. 21, 2018), https://www.governing.com/archive/tns-mail-ballots-florida-rejections-elections-voting.html (explaining that a study in Florida's past two presidential elections saw that younger voters' and Black and Latino voters' ballots were more likely to be rejected and those voters were less likely to cure their ballots than older and white voters); Mario Ariza, Andrew Boryga & Brittany Wallman, Black and Hispanic voters more likely to have ballots rejected, SUN SENTINEL (Oct. 28, 2020), https://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/politics/elections/fl-ne-across-florida-black-brown-spoiled-ballots-high-rate-20201028-r4smp3ljalftpxeer27l7kca-story.html (identifying that in a handful of studied counties, black voters were twice as likely as white voters to have their mail-in ballots rejected, and that Hispanic voters were more than twice as likely as white voters to have their ballots rejected); see also R. Michael Alvarez, Andrew Boryga & Brittany Wallman, Whose absentee votes are returned and counted: The variety and use of absentee ballots in California, 27.4 ELECTORAL STUD. 673 (Dec. 2008) (concluding that non-English-language ballots had a lower likelihood of being counted compared to the general absentee voting population in the November 2002 general election in California).
mail-in absentee ballot, efforts to help Virginians cure problems with their absentee ballots are crucial, particularly for voters of color and especially now, given the disproportionate health risks minorities have faced during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Unfortunately, Swecker was voluntarily dismissed after a settlement was reached. The Richmond General Registrar was ultimately fired amidst allegations of racism against employees:

“Richmond state Sen. Joseph D. Morrissey told the board he had sworn statements from two current and two former staff members asserting that Ms. Showalter [the Richmond General Registrar] had treated Black staff members with less respect. Among other things, he said their statements alleged Ms. Showalter had called Black staff members ‘monkeys,’ ‘girls and boys’ and ‘chickadees,’ while always addressing white staff members with an appropriate Mr. or Ms.”

The challenges faced by voters during the COVID-19 pandemic evince the multiplier effects of discrimination in public health and employment which exacerbate barriers to the ballot box for Virginia voters of color. Though strides have been taken to promote voter access in recent years, existing barriers continue to pose a threat to the right to vote in Virginia, a problem that can be addressed in large part through passage of the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act.

---


Other Instances of Discrimination in Voting in Virginia

Since voters of color first obtained the freedom to vote, they have been targeted with intimidation tactics designed to dissuade them from casting their ballots. Though the mechanisms of intimidation have evolved with technological advances, voters of color in Virginia today are still subjected to intimidation and disinformation campaigns intended—purposefully—to confuse and threaten voters. Passing the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act would affirm the federal government’s commitment to ensuring that all voters are able to cast their ballots safely.

Voter Intimidation and Threats

Ever since the Fifteenth Amendment guaranteed the right of all Americans to vote regardless of “race, color, or previous condition of servitude,” voters of color in Virginia have been subjected to intimidation, harassment, and threats when attempting to exercise their right to vote. Sadly, this remains the case today.

Since 2006, voters of color in Virginia have faced a number of different threats and attempts at suppression. As discussed below, Latino voters have had their private information released to the public in an attempt to intimidate them and perpetuate the myth of Latino voters as noncitizens; Black voters have been targeted with robocalls threatening criminal prosecution if they vote and giving them incorrect polling place information; and in-person voter intimidation has occurred in numerous cities across the state. Further, voters of color who have spoken out about voting discrimination in their communities have faced harassment and threats online and from local law enforcement.

Historically, publication of Black voters’ personal information in newspapers, including their names and addresses, was an effective method of voter intimidation;213 the Virginia state agencies and private organizations were recently involved in the modern version of such voter intimidation—internet doxing, i.e., the publication of personal information online for the purpose of harassment.214 During the 2018 election, the League of United Latin American Citizens (“LULAC”) and the Latino community in Virginia faced voter intimidation at the hands


of the Public Interest Legal Foundation (“PILF”) after it published confidential voter information—including voters’ Social Security numbers—inappropriately released by the Virginia Department of Elections.\footnote{Id. at *15.} LULAC sued PILF, alleging that PILF conspired with the Virginia Department of Elections to knowingly defame eligible minority voters by posting their names and contact information online and claiming that these minority voters engaged in felony voter fraud because they were noncitizens.\footnote{Id.} The plaintiffs further alleged that this was done in order to intimidate Latino voters out of voting and registering to vote.\footnote{See Brief of Amici Curiae Campaign Legal Ctr., LULAC v. Pub. Int. Legal Found., 2018 WL 10498655, supra note 213.} LULAC claimed that its members and the Latino community it represents were being threatened as a result of PILF’s publications, which asserted falsely that LULAC’s members who registered to vote were an unlawful invasion of noncitizens who should be criminally prosecuted.\footnote{LULAC v. Pub. Int. Legal Found., 2018 WL 10498655, at *1.}


Even after the defendants were notified that the data they received from the Virginia Department of Elections was likely inaccurate and did not correctly reflect individuals’ citizenship status, PILF continued to publicly repeat its false narrative that noncitizens were voting. In another email exchange, Logan Churchwell, the Research and Original Content Director of PILF, stated that, despite knowing that the information received may be incorrect, the organization “still ha[d] the opportunity to convert pushback into official confusion to justify [their]
call for top-down overhaul. The fog of war favor[ed] the aggressor.” Ultimately, the case settled out of court, with PILF apologizing publicly for its false statements and accusations about the citizenship status of eligible voters. Still, the damage was done, as many Latino voters endured harassment and intimidation because of PILF’s reports.

Voter intimidation in Virginia is widespread and enduring. In 2006, the FBI investigated reports from the Virginia State Board of Elections that callers were attempting to intimidate voters. Voters in cities with “considerable minority populations” across the state reported receiving phone calls intended to discourage them from voting or directing them to incorrect polling places. Some voters received calls falsely claiming that the voter was registered to vote in another state and would be criminally prosecuted if they attempted to vote in Virginia. Other voters received calls allegedly from the “Virginia Elections Commission” that incorrectly said their polling place location had changed; still more voters received calls allegedly from the Democratic gubernatorial candidate Jim Webb’s campaign, providing incorrect addresses for voters’ polling places.

In 2008, registered voters in Virginia again faced intimidation and harassment designed, in particular, to confuse and prevent Democratic-leaning voters from participating in the presidential election. One voter explained that a caller who claimed to be from the Virginia Elections Commissions told him that he was registered in another state and would be criminally charged if he tried to vote in Virginia. This voter, who had been an active voter in Virginia for two decades, is one of many Virginians who received these calls, as the state attorney’s office and the FBI were inundated with similar reports of voter intimidation and election
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Even today, Virginians face intimidation when trying to exercise their freedom to vote. During the 2020 presidential election, at least 768 Virginians called 1-886-OUR-VOTE, a national voter assistance hotline, seeking voting information, voter support, or to report a voting problem, including voter intimidation and electioneering. In total, over 80 reports of voter intimidation and electioneering were made between October 30, 2020 and November 3, 2020, with a large number of reports of voter intimidation coming from Fairfax, Chesterfield, Hopewell City, Arlington, and Stafford.

In Fairfax County, for example, voter intimidation loomed large in 2020, especially at the Fairfax County Government Center, a polling place that serves a large minority population. In September 2020, groups of voters converged on the Fairfax County Government Center during in-person absentee voting, to demonstrate and pledge support for their candidate, Donald Trump, after Trump urged his supporters to congregate at polling places. Although no voters were hurt during the demonstrations, voters trying to cast their ballot reported feeling intimidated. Supporters stood about 100 feet from the polling location entrance, waving partisan flags and blaring horns. The group did not obstruct the polling place entrances, but...
election staff had to escort intimidated voters past the group.\textsuperscript{238} The county registrar even recounted one instance of attempted vote dissuasion, where a person was “working the line, saying you’d be better off leaving now and coming back election day and voting at your polling place.”\textsuperscript{239} County elections officials eventually were forced to open up a larger waiting area inside the Fairfax County Government Center so that voters could get away from the group outside.\textsuperscript{240}

Another example of voter intimidation occurred recently in Virginia Beach. Ms. Latasha Holloway, one of the plaintiffs in Holloway et al. v. City of Virginia Beach,\textsuperscript{241} a challenge to the at-large method of electing city council members in the City of Virginia Beach, discussed in detail infra at 46-53, received a number of intimidating and threatening messages online around the time that the trial concluded. On October 31, 2020, Ms. Holloway’s attorneys submitted a letter on her behalf to the FBI informing the agency of this harassment and requesting that the FBI investigate the matter as a hate crime.

One message posted to a local Facebook group showed a child dressed as a Ku Klux Klansman with the following message: “This Halloween I’m sending my kids to Latasha Holloway’s house. I hear she gives out good candy.” Ms. Holloway’s address was listed publicly on the court’s website from filings related to the Virginia Beach lawsuit. After this online message was discovered, Ms. Holloway’s attorneys requested that the court remove her address from all public documents.

Ms. Holloway also received direct messages from white community members stating that they “look[ed] forward to reading [her] obituary,” and that “the world would be a better place without [her] in it and I look forward to that day.” All these threats were reported to the FBI by Ms. Holloway’s attorneys.

The letter sent to the FBI explained that Ms. Holloway and her attorneys believe that these

\begin{footnotesize}
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\item \textsuperscript{241} Holloway et al. V. City of Virginia Beach, No. 2:18-cv-69 (E.D. Va. Mar. 31, 2021).
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messages were sent and posted to intimidate Ms. Holloway and make her fear for her and her children’s safety. Further, Ms. Holloway and her attorneys believe that this was done in retaliation for Ms. Holloway’s activism on behalf of the minority community of Virginia Beach and her filing of a lawsuit against the city. Finally, Ms. Holloway’s attorneys explained that these messages had clear racial motivation behind them. On June 15, 2021, Ms. Holloway’s attorneys sent a second letter to the DOJ inquiring if there had been any action taken to open a hate crime investigation and to update the DOJ on new instances of harassment targeting Ms. Holloway.

Lastly, while racist remarks may not always rise to the level of voter intimidation, they do when they come from candidates for elected office. When candidates for office make clearly racist statements or jokes, such remarks may chill voter turnout and participation, especially by people and communities of color. Such has been the case in Virginia. In 2017, for example, a Democratic House of Delegates candidate running in District 21, which includes Virginia Beach and Chesapeake, was publicly criticized for racist jokes he exchanged with his son on Facebook six years prior, in 2011. The exchange included a “joke” about students preferring white teachers over Black teachers, because “it’s easier to bring an apple than a watermelon” to school. A second quip in the exchange was about Stevie Wonder being unable to read because he is “BL . . . ACK!” The candidate later withdrew from the race because of the incident.242

In sum, Virginians of color have faced numerous threats and instances of intimidation over the last fifteen years designed to confuse and disenfranchise, thereby diminishing the voting strength and democratic representation of communities of color. The intimidation faced by Virginians of color further demonstrates the need for the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act to protect against racial discrimination at the polls, as it provides additional protections against intimidation by expanding the situations in which federal observers may be assigned to monitor elections.

Disinformation Campaigns

In addition to outright threats and intimidation, disinformation has become an effective tool of voter suppression, used to confuse and dissuade voters—especially voters of color—from

casting a ballot and, thus, disenfranchise them.

In November 2008, for example, a fake Virginia State Board of Elections flyer was circulated in several Hampton Roads localities, advertising that Republicans should vote on November 4, but that Democrats should vote on November 5—the day after the election. The flyer featured the state board's official logo and the state seal, and was designed to impersonate a real Board of Elections announcement.

The dissemination of fake official announcements like this is a common disinformation tactic known as "imposter content." Such disinformation campaigns are an attempt at voter suppression—often targeted at voters of color. For example, although election officials did not specify in which Hampton Roads communities the 2008 fake flyer was disseminated, over 30 percent of Hampton Roads' residents are Black, making it likely that they were disproportionately affected by propagation of false information about elections. And this flyer was only one of several disinformation incidents documented in Virginia in 2008.

Disinformation campaigns targeting Virginia voters of color were also prevalent during the 2006 elections, with one heavily Black county being papered in fliers saying, in bolded letters, "Skip This Election." Further, in November of that year, Black voters across the state complained that they received computer-generated "robo-calls" that told them—falsely—that the location of their voting precinct had changed or that they were ineligible to vote. News reports exposed the extent of the problem: "Voters complained not only that the messages were deceptive, but that they arrived with deadening regularity, sometimes very late at night, in what appeared to be a concerted effort by Republicans to anger their recipients and turn them off the idea of voting at all. . . . such efforts are frequently directed at African

243 The Hampton Roads area includes the cities of Newport News, Virginia Beach, Hampton, Norfolk, and Williamsburg Virginia; the area is home to around 1.8 million people. See Hampton Roads, HAMPTON ROADS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, https://www.hrchamber.com/page/hampton-roads/ (last visited Aug. 10, 2021).
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In addition to imposter content like fake flyers and robo-calls designed to suppress the vote, disinformation campaigns are also deployed to intimidate voters. For example, one voter in 2006 received a voicemail threatening, “We’ve determined you are registered in New York to vote. Therefore, you will not be allowed to cast your vote [in Virginia] . . . If you do show up, you will be charged criminally.”

Efforts at disinformation and voter intimidation are not relics of the past; similar incidents have been documented in Virginia elections as recently as 2018. In one incident, a Twitter account posted more than a dozen tweets on Election Day designed to mislead Virginia voters by telling them that they could cast their ballot for governor by text message. The tweets featured images with the logos of the Democratic Party and its candidate, Ralph Northam.

While Twitter ultimately suspended the account, the disinformation it propagated was public for almost three hours out of the 13 hours that polls were open in Virginia. A similar disinformation campaign in 2016 targeted Hillary Clinton’s supporters, attempting to convince them that they could vote for her by text.

Persistent, evolving attempts at voter intimidation and confusion demonstrate the insidiousness of discrimination in voting in Virginia and must be combatted as forcefully as overt forms of vote denial and dilution.
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Racial Discrimination in Voting Through the Lens of Ongoing Litigation: *Holloway, et al. v. City of Virginia Beach*

Ongoing litigation in Virginia Beach demonstrates the toll that discrimination in voting takes on communities of color in the state. The vast evidence of racial discrimination this case has uncovered alone demonstrates the need for preclearance and other means of federal oversight to protect the right of all Americans to vote.

On March 31, 2021, the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia held that Virginia Beach’s at-large election system for electing members of its city council violates Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act because it dilutes the voting strength of the city’s Black, Latino, and Asian American voters. As a result, the federal court enjoined the city’s use of its at-large system.255

Prior to this litigation, Virginia Beach, the state’s largest city,256 had an 11-member city council, composed of the mayor and ten councilmembers, each elected by the city at-large for four-year staggered terms.257 The city began using an at-large voting system to elect its city council in 1966. But since then, the racial composition of Virginia Beach has changed dramatically: the percentage of the city’s nonwhite population has more than doubled since 1970.258 According to the 2010 Census, minorities now constitute 31.6 percent of the city’s population, including 19 percent of the population which is Black.259 According to the 2013-2017 American Community Survey, 65.37 percent of the citizen voting age population (“CVAP”) was non-Hispanic white, while the combined Hispanic, Black, and Asian CVAP was around 32 percent.260 Still, despite sizeable minority communities, only six candidates of color have ever been elected to Virginia Beach’s city council, and barring special circumstances triggered by the pendency of litigation under the VRA, no Black candidate has ever been re-elected to
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serve a second term. 261 Such anomalous situations have been explicitly exempted by the Supreme Court from the analysis required by the VRA. 262

The scarcity of successful minority candidates elected to the Virginia Beach City Council is a direct result of the city’s at-large method of election: the at-large system diluted the voting power of minority voters and prevents them from electing their candidates of choice. 263 In fact, from 2008 to 2018, the minority communities of Virginia Beach were able to elect a candidate of choice only once in seven elections due to racially polarized and white bloc voting. 264

Virginia Beach’s at-large election system diluted minority voting strength because of the city’s pattern of racially polarized voting: white voters and minority voters usually prefer different candidates, leading, under an at-large system with a white majority, to the election of the white-preferred candidate in most instances. 265 If, however, Virginia Beach elected its city council using ten single-member districts and one citywide mayoral race rather than an at-large system, the consistent defeat of minority-preferred candidates would not occur. 266 Instead, minority voters would be able to elect councilmembers who represent their interests. 267 This is so because, although Virginia Beach’s minority communities do not comprise a majority of the population, the city’s Black, Latino, and Asian communities have shared common interests on local issues, including housing and transportation, and thus may vote together. 268

264 Id. at *35. Two black candidates were elected in 2018 under special circumstances, as their election came after the lawsuit challenging the at-large election system was filed, and both candidates received an unusually high level of white support, including public support from white incumbent officeholders and financial support from local white donors. Id. at *39; Pls.’ Br. in Opp. to Defs.’ Motion for Summ. J., Holloway, supra note 261, at 29.
265 Holloway, 2021 WL 1226554, at *59 (finding that “the at-large system of elections for the Virginia Beach City Council denies Hispanics, African Americans, and Asians equal access to the electoral and political process.”).
266 Id. at *9 (finding that “[m]embers from the Minority Community have cooperated numerous times to change the City’s method of elections and remedy the dilution of their votes under the at-large scheme. Specifically, in 2001, ‘a coalition of African Americans, Hispanics, Asians, and [Native Americans] advocated for the City to adopt single-member districts.’”).
267 See id.
268 Id. at *10-*11.
Virginia Beach’s at-large election system for city council created discriminatory barriers for minority candidates. In 2018, for example, two Black candidates, Aaron Rouse and Sabrina Wooten, were elected to the Virginia Beach City Council.\textsuperscript{269} Their success depended in large part on their unusually strong performance with white voters. Rouse won 15.4 percent of the white vote—179 percent higher than the average white support for other Black candidates who had run for at-large seats since 2008.\textsuperscript{270} And Wooten was the only Black candidate for city council since 2008 to win the majority of the white vote; in fact, she won the white vote in all precincts, a first in the city’s electoral history.\textsuperscript{271} No Black candidates other than Rouse and Wooten have ever garnered substantial support from white voters.\textsuperscript{272}

In striking down Virginia Beach’s at-large election system, the federal court recognized that its discriminatory effects reflect a broader culture of racial discrimination in the city and the state that continues to impact minority residents today: “[t]he Commonwealth of Virginia and the City have histories of voter discrimination as it pertains to registration, voter suppression, gerrymandering, and other forms of discrimination.”\textsuperscript{273} The most significant examples of racial discrimination detailed in \textit{Holloway} are outlined below.

\textbf{Racial Discrimination in Voter Registration and Turnout}

Voter registration and turnout data reveal racial disparities and discrimination in voting in Virginia Beach. On average, from 2008 to 2018, the registration rate among white potential voters was 74 percent—nearly eight percentage points higher than the registration rate for Black potential voters (66 percent), ten percentage points higher than the rate for Asian potential voters (64 percent), and nearly twenty percentage points higher than the rate for Latino potential voters (55 percent).\textsuperscript{274}

Likewise, from 2008 to 2018, turnout among white voters averaged 59.6 percent—over five percentage points higher than the turnout rate for Black voters (54.5 percent), more than ten percentage points higher than the rate for Asian voters (47.4 percent), and more than 15 percentage points higher than the turnout rate for Latino voters (44.4 percent).
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Racial Discriminating in Redistricting

Racial discrimination in Virginia Beach is also evident in the city’s redistricting and the persistence of racial gerrymandering.

Statewide, in *Page v. Virginia State Board of Elections*, discussed *supra* at 27-28, a federal district court held Virginia’s post-2010 congressional redistricting plan unconstitutional because it needlessly “packed” Black voters into a single district, diminishing their political influence.\(^{275}\) In 2018, the district court in *Bethune-Hill*, discussed *supra* at 28-29, similarly found “overwhelming evidence” that Virginia engaged in unlawful racial gerrymandering by sorting districts by race.\(^{276}\)

In Virginia Beach, minority communities have worked together on numerous occasions to advocate for districting solutions that counter the vote dilution caused by at-large elections.\(^{277}\) In 2001, for example, “a coalition of African Americans, Latinos, Asians, and [Native Americans] advocated for the City to adopt single-member districts.”\(^{278}\) To support these efforts, members of the city’s minority communities formed the Virginia Beach Concerned Citizens Coalition.\(^{279}\) In 2011, the Chairman of the Virginia Beach African American Leadership forum repeatedly requested that the at-large system of electing city councilmembers be abolished because it “impede[d] equal representation.”\(^{280}\) Most recently, a current city councilmember asked the city to support a district or ward system for local elections because “the at-large voting system dilutes the voting strength of voters.”\(^{281}\) The Virginia Beach City Council rejected all of these proposals.\(^{282}\)

Virginia Beach demonstrates the extraordinary barriers that candidates of color face when seeking elected office, and that voters of color face in seeking to elect them. Virginia Beach’s at-large system inextricably ties the success of minority candidates in the city to the preferences of white voters, often at the expense of the preferences of minority communities.
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Racial Discrimination by Political Candidates and Campaigns

Voters of color in Virginia Beach have not only faced structural barriers to equal democratic participation but have also been subjected repeatedly to discrimination by political candidates and campaigns. In 2008, for example, two flyers were distributed anonymously in Black neighborhoods of the city without the legally required attribution (e.g., “paid for by . . .”). 283 One flyer depicted the white Republican mayoral candidate, Will Sessoms, with a smiling Barack Obama. 284 The other flyer purported to represent “African Americans for Change” and claimed that candidate Sessoms, if elected, would prioritize city contracts with Black businesses, playing on community outrage over discrimination in city contracting. 285

In 2017, a political ad for Delegate Rocky Holcomb, a Republican representing Virginia Beach, claimed that his Democratic opponent wanted to reinstate parole in Virginia and “let rapists out of jail early.” 286 The ad showed a Black hand over the mouth of a young, white girl, thereby pandering to racial stereotypes. 287 The next year, in 2018, a political committee called “Friends of the Elephant” distributed sample ballots at a Virginia Beach polling place. 288 The sample ballots were color coded—one color for Black voters, another color for white voters. 289 Aaron Rouse, one of two Black candidates for city council that year, was only included on the sample ballots given to Black voters, not on the sample ballots provided to white voters, in an attempt to suppress support for him among white voters. 290

Most recently, in 2019, Shannon Kane, a white Virginia Beach city councilmember challenged Delegate Kelly Fowler—who is of Mexican and Filipino descent—by distributing flyers with a photoshopped image of Fowler next to MS-13 gang members, stating “Kelly Fowler. Good for illegal immigrants. Bad for us.” 291 Kane never apologized for the racist flyer.

Racial Discrimination in Wealth

In addition to overt forms of racial discrimination in voting and elections, the federal district court in Holloway detailed other forms of discrimination in Virginia Beach that exacerbate
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inequalities in democratic participation. One particularly obvious form of racial inequality that the court identified is disparities in wealth by race. Black, Latino, and Asian communities in Virginia Beach have lower per capita income, higher poverty rates, higher rates of reliance on the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, lower median home values, and a higher percentage of adults with no health insurance than do white residents of the city.\textsuperscript{292}

**Racial Discrimination in Education**

The court likewise recognized racial discrimination in education in Virginia Beach. While 95 percent of white students in the city graduate from high school, only 91.8 percent of Asian students, 89.4 percent of Black students, and 88.7 percent of Latino students graduate.\textsuperscript{293} Further, the English writing proficiency rate for white students is 89 percent, but just 81 percent for Latino students and 68 percent for Black students.\textsuperscript{294} Similar trends exist in reading, math, and science proficiency rates, with students of color scoring lower across the board.\textsuperscript{295} This data makes clear the racially discriminatory education gap that exists in Virginia Beach.

This achievement gap is accompanied by a rise in school resegregation. Since 1990, racial segregation in the Virginia Beach Public School District has actually increased, after temporary progress towards integration following a 1969 court desegregation order.\textsuperscript{296} The city also lags in employing minority teachers relative to minority public school enrollment and to the state as a whole: “[i]n 2011, the City had one white teacher for every nine white students, but only one minority teacher for every 43 minority students. . . . In Virginia [as a whole], 43 percent of students and 17 percent of teachers were minorities; while in the City over 50 percent of students were minority and just 15 percent of teachers were minorities.”\textsuperscript{297}

**Racial Discrimination in Public Contracts**

The district court also described ample evidence of racial discrimination in the awarding of public contracts in Virginia Beach. In 2008, for example, the city set and failed to meet a goal of 10 percent minority participation in city contracts.\textsuperscript{298} Subsequently, the minority community in Virginia Beach lobbied for over nine years just to secure a study of racial disparities in
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city contracts.\footnote{Id.} Local communities were joined in their call for a disparity study by the Minority Business Council in 2011.\footnote{Id.} In 2016, Bruce Smith, a Black former-NFL player and Virginia Beach resident, alleged that the city had rejected his bids on multiple contracts in part because of his race.\footnote{Id.} He too joined the public call for a disparity study, and offered to pay for half of its cost.\footnote{Id.} In 2017, leaders of Virginia Beach’s minority communities organized the “Faith, Freedom, and Justice March” to advocate for a disparity study.\footnote{Id.} Only after all of this did the city finally acquiesce, authorizing a disparity study of city contracts—and accepting Smith’s offer to pay for half of its cost.\footnote{Id.}

The results of the study, released in 2019, showed “a substantial disparity in the participation of minority owned businesses in contracts that the City had awarded during the study period.”\footnote{Id. at *13.} The report showed that the city underutilized minority owned businesses,\footnote{Id. at *14.} the effect of which was most detrimental for Black business owners, who were largely shut out of city contracting opportunities.\footnote{Id.} And although the report found that Asian American owned businesses were overutilized, more than 86 percent of the total dollars spent through city contracts with minority owned businesses went to a single Asian owned business, skewing the data.\footnote{Id.}  

**Racial Discrimination in Public Employment**

Minorities in Virginia Beach have also faced discrimination in public employment. Such discrimination was so rampant that, in 2006, a consent decree between the U.S. Department of Justice and the city’s police force stated that, “the City has pursued policies and practices that discriminate against and deprive or tend to deprive African Americans and Latinos of employment opportunities because of their race and national origin.”\footnote{Id. (citation omitted).} Despite this consent decree, only 15.5 percent of the Virginia Beach police force were people of color by 2015, even though minorities constituted 30 percent of the city’s adult population.\footnote{Id.}
Racial Discrimination in Public Infrastructure Investment

Finally, the court in Holloway recognized that Black communities in Virginia Beach have faced enduring discrimination in public infrastructure investment. For example, the historically Black Burton Station community has—for decades—lacked basic sewer and water infrastructure, despite residents’ complaints and advocacy to the city.\textsuperscript{311} Virginia Beach has only begun to address these issues in the past five years.\textsuperscript{312} There are no white areas or neighborhoods in the city that lack adequate, basic city services.\textsuperscript{313} This evidence shows how Virginia Beach has been able to ignore the needs of minority communities precisely because they lack effective representation in city government.

In sum, the Holloway litigation demonstrates the ways in which disparities in wealth, health, education, and public services are intertwined with and exacerbate barriers to voting faced by Virginians of color. Widespread and systemic racial discrimination in Virginia Beach—the state’s most populous city and one of its most diverse—proves that federal oversight is necessary to eradicate the vestiges of racism which continue to prevent voters of color from participating equally in public life.
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Conclusion

This report evinces a simple conclusion: racial discrimination in voting is not a matter of the past in Virginia, it is a current and ongoing problem. Black voters and other voters of color face voter suppression, intimidation, and more insidious threats to their right to vote, as well as vote dilution through racial gerrymandering.

Virginia’s recent trend towards pro-voter reforms must not distract from the ongoing need for federal oversight in the state. Virginia’s history of voter suppression is deep and entrenched. Although the exact form that voter suppression takes has changed over time—in part due to the successes of the VRA—new and recurrent forms of voting discrimination in the state indicate the need for action from the federal government.

Voters of color in Virginia still face the threat of racial gerrymanders and other forms of voter suppression not addressed by recent improvements in the state’s election laws. Ongoing voter intimidation and disinformation campaigns often target voters of color. And the broader context of racial discrimination in Virginia, in areas such public services, education, wealth, and public health, create myriad, compounding barriers to the freedom to vote for Virginians of color.

Under the John Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act, Virginia will eventually be relieved of preclearance if recent pro-voter trends in the state hold.\textsuperscript{314} For now though, the freedom to vote is under threat for too many Virginians. It is therefore imperative that Congress pass the Voting Rights Advancement Act and reinstate preclearance for the Commonwealth of Virginia.

\textsuperscript{314} See Voting Rights Advancement Act of 2019, H.R. 4, 116th Cong. § 3 (2019) (setting forth preclearance formula which automatically updates every ten years).